Saturday 12th & Sunday 13th May

Saturday 12th May dawned overcast but dry, a good start for the annual Mills on the Air event. John
G0GKP, Richard G4AWP, Mirek 2E0KWR, David G0LRD, Tony G3RGQ gathered at the Mill around
10:00am to start erecting the club’s new tent and preparing the station. The new tent went up without any
drama and after about a hour of gentle construction we had the roof and three sides on with sun shield in
place - but no sun. A ten meter plastic mast was placed up against the hedge and trees which were in
full blossom. The mast was supported both by guys and the aerial itself. The wire aerial - a modified G5RV
- was erected in a North-South direction rather than East-West, as in previous years. This was fed by
ladder-line coming down to a balun and matched by a manual MFJ Tuner. The club’s FT840 was pressed
into action with Richard G3TFX starting off the operating having travelled out from Cambridge by bicycle.
Unfortunately he had to return home early to avoid a soaking from the showers forecast for the
afternoon. Will G0OPL then took over, making 25 contacts, mainly on 80m, with a brief time on 40m when
he managed to bag a Dutch Mill.
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As in previous years, we enjoyed very generous hospitality from the mill trustees, Sarah and Richard
G8FTE who supplied us with electricity and cream teas all round. By then Dave G6KWA , Alex M0SND,
Steve G8CRB, John G4NEY, XYL Lynn and Ian M0HTA , Barbara - G4AWP XYL and Millie the dog had
joined to help with the consumption of the same. This was now a true CDARC club event with lots of
members, good chat and some radio. At the very last minute Richard remembered that the laptop he
normally uses to operate CDARC’s new remote station (RCS) creates lots of RFI so an old PC had to be
pressed into service in its place. The old axiom to ‘never demonstrate with animals, children or PCs’ called
to mind, the RCS refused to work on the Saturday. At around 4:00pm the station closed down, valuable
equipment was locked away and the tent was closed up and left to weather Saturday night’s downpour
as best it could.
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The next day started damp but John G0GKP and Richard G4AWP had the station back on the air in time
for the club’s regular Sunday 80m net. So GB0CMW made contact with Bernie G4HJW, Richard G3TFX
and Mike G8VCN as well as G2XV on the RCS, operated by G4AWP, sitting next to John but transmitting
on aerials a half-mile away. John G0GKP made contact with several mills before Richard G3TFX took
over the hot seat. Visitors on Sunday included Dave G8JKV, but not just looking for a cup of tea, as well
as Dave M0CNP later in the day. The remote station worked well on Sunday, having been repaired on
Saturday evening. We tried 20m but found it was quiet apart from the usual weekend contests but a
station in Russia was contacted with ease. Dave G6KWA used the RCS with G2XV to contact another
mill Station on 80m before operating our mill station proper - GB0CMW - to contact several more mills on
80m. When the skip eventually lengthened he was able to make contacts into Norway on 40m. In the
afternoon the sun came out and dried the tent nicely before we packed everything up. The tent certainly
proved itself on its first outing, easily fitting into the cases provided.
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Thanks to all the members who supplied equipment, those who helped with erecting and dismantling
and those who just came along and made this a great event.
Special thanks go to Sarah and Richard G8FTE, the Trustees of Cattell's Mill, Willingham, for their
wonderful hospitality which made this popular club event such a special one.
Those who visited during the weekend:
Richard G4AWP, Barbara and Millie
John G0GKP
David G0LRD
David G6KWA
Richard G3TFX
Mirek 2E0KWR
Tony G3RGQ
Alex M0SND

David G8JKV
Steve G8CRB
Ian M0HTA and Lin
Dave M0CNP
Will G0OPL
John G4NEY
Richard G8FTE and Sarah - our hosts
Darren
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